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Abstract 
Bounds are obtained for 7(n), the maximum absolute value taken by the determinant of all 
n x n matrices whose entries are fourth roots of unity, and a connection between such matrices 
and real D-opt imal designs demonstrated. 
For each positive integer, n, let g(n) denote the maximum value attained by the 
determinant of an nth order square matrix with elements 1 or - 1, and G -- G(n) 
a matrix for which the maximum is attained, called a D-optimal design. These have 
been extensively studied. We consider here the analogous problem when the elements 
are chosen from the fourth roots of unity, {1, -1, i ,  - i} ,  and consider ?(n), the 
maximum absolute value of the determinant of such matrices and F = F(n), a matrix 
for which the maximum is attained. By Hadamard's inequality, nn/: >1 7(n). As far as 
I am aware, consideration of this dates from [1], and there has been subsequent work 
[6-10], mainly dealing with the question of whether there can be equality in the 
above; this could only occur for n = 1 or n even. 
Obviously 7(n) >I g(n); it will transpire that there is a close connection between ~(m) 
and g(2m), and also between F(m) and certain matrices, called skew in [4], having the 
special form 
(: :) 
where A and B are each square matrices of size m. 
Throughout we let n = 2m. Then almost trivially g(n) >~ 2"(g(rn)) 2, as the matrix 
(: 
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where G = G(m) shows. There is frequently sharp inequality; e.g., g(3) = 4, g(6) = 160, 
and if m --- 2 (mod 4), m ~ 2 and a Hadamard matrix of order n exists. The inequality 
can be improved to 
Theorem 1. g(n) >>. 2m(7(m)) 2, with equality if and only if there exists a skew matrix 
G(n). 
Proof. Let F = X + iY be a matrix whose determinant has absolute value (m), and 
here X and Y are matrices all of whose elements are 1, 0, or - 1 and where for each r, s 
precisely one of xrs and y,~ is zero. Then if A = X + Y and B = X - Y, it follows that 
both A and B have all their elements 1 or - 1, and now 
(I 0 i / I ) ( _A  B)(I  0 - i / l )  = (ABiB A O iB ) 
whence 
det (  _ A B)  = det(A - iB)det(A + iB) 
= det((1 - i)(X + iY))det((1 + i)(S - iY)) 
= 2"ldet(X + iY)l 2 = 2"(y(m)) 2, 
and the inequality follows. Also if we have equality, then we have found a G(n) of the 
right form. 
Conversely, if there exists a skew G(n) then X = I(A + B) and Y = ½(A - B) are 
matrices having elements are 1, 0, or - 1 and where for each r, s precisely one of xr~ 
and Y,s is zero. Thus X + i Y is a matrix with elements chosen from { 1, - 1, i, - i} and 
so 
2m(y(m)) 2/> 2mldet(X + iY)l 2 = det _ B = g(n). 
The search for D-optimal designs of order n where n -  2(mod 4) has mainly 
concentrated on seeking matrices G of the form 
-B '  A'  ' 
where A and B are circulant matrices. As has been shown in [4], these are equivalent 
to a proper subset of the skew matrices. 
Theorem 1 yields immediately from I-5] or I-3] 
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Theorem 2. For m odd, 7(m) <~ (2m - 1)1/2(m - 1) t" -  1)/2, and equality is impossible 
unless 2m - 1 is the sum of  two integer squares. 
This was obtained very simply, but the proof is unintuitive, and the relevance of the 
form of 2m - 1 obscure. We therefore give a direct proof to illuminate these points. 
Proof. Let F denote a suitable matrix with ),(n)= Idet(F)[, and let A = FF* ,  
where F* denotes the hermitian conjugate of F. Then A is hermitian, positive definite 
and so has real positive eigenvalues 2 ,  1 ~< r ~< m. Then 72(m)= I-I,m12r, and 
m 2 = tr(A) = ~,,% 1 2,. Also the off-diagonal elements of A satisfy a,, = ~% 1 7,17sl and 
each is the sum of an odd number of terms each of which is 1, - 1,i or - i. Thus 
la,~l >/1 and B - mI is also hermitian, has zero diagonal elements, and eigenvalues 
2, - m = mzr, say, where now 
z,>: -1 ;  ~ ,z ,=0.  Also 
t= l  
~ 2 1 1 , ~-~2~s ~ 1 z, = ~--~tr(B 2) = ~-~tr(BB )= Ib,,I 2 >~ m(m - 1) = 1 - - .  (1) 
r= l  m 
It then follows by the Lemma of [2] that 1) 
r= l  
and so 7a(m) = 1-[,%12, = mml-Ir% 1(1 + Z,) ~< (2m -- 1)(m -- 1) ~-1, as required. 
Furthermore we see that there is equality only if there is equality in both (1) and (2) 
above. The former requires that every off-diagonal element of B and so of A have 
modulus 1. The latter requires that precisely one of the z, be 1 - 1/m and the others all 
- 1/m, in other words that one eigenvalue of A be 2m - 1 and the rest all m - 1. Thus 
if both of these hold, we have for 2 ~< r ~< m that al, = + 1 or ___ i, and then defining 
~v = diag(1,a12,a13, . . '  ,alm) we replace by F by F = ~VF. Then F has the same 
determinant, apart from units, as F and now ,4 = rT  ~* will have all the off-diagonal 
elements in its first row, and hence also in its first column equal to 1. Moreover, ~ will 
have the same eigenvalues as A since ~ is unitary. Thus there exists a unitary ~ with 
• .4~* = (m - 1)I + M, where M is the matrix having entry m in the (1, 1) position 
and zero elsewhere. Thus A = (m - 1)I + ~*M~ and so provided r ~ s, 
k k 
?t,s = ~, ~ ?Pi,mijtP~s = m6pl,q91~. 
i= l j= l  
Thus taking s = 1, we see that for every r ¢ 1, ~01, is independent of r and hence that 
every off-diagonal element of ~ is equal to 1, i.e. that A = (m - 1)I + U, U being the 
matrix each of whose entries is 1. 
Thus we see that if there is equality in Theorem 2 then it can be achieved with 
a matrix F having FF*  = (m - 1))I + U. Similarly by postmultiplying F by another 
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suitable diagonal matrix, we obtain FF* = (m - 1)I + U = F*F. We do not of course 
assert hat every F with maximal determinant will satisfy this, merely that any such 
can be suitably modified to achieve this result. Then from (FF*)F = F(F*F) we 
obtain UF = FU, and since the element in the (r, s) place on the left is the sum of the 
elements in the sth column of F, and that on the right is the sum of the elements in the 
rth row of F, it follows that every row and every column of F has the same sum, 
p = a + ib, say, where of course a and b must be integers. Then FF* = (m - 1)I + U 
yields FF*U=(m-1)U+U2=(2m-1)U .  But now F*U=~U,  and so 
FF*U = p[gU, whence Ipl 2 = a 2 + b 2 = 2m - 1. This shows how the statement about 
the sum of two squares comes in quite naturally. Replacing F by iF if necessary we can 
arrange to have [a[ i> [b[; then a > 0 without loss of generality by replacing F by - F, 
and finally b ~> 0 by replacing F by F. Thus we have 
Theorem 3. I f  there is equality in Theorem 2, then a suitable matrix F can be found 
having the sum of  each of  its rows and columns equal to a + ib, where 2m - 1 = a 2 + b 2 
with a > b >~ 0 and FF* = F*F = (m - 1)I + U. 
As far as the actual values of ?((n) are concerned, much is conjectured, but not too 
much is known for general values of n. There is certainly convincing evidence both 
numerical and theoretical, for the following:- 
Conjecture 1. For all even values ?((n)= n ~1/2)n, in other words, there exists 
a Hadamard matrix with entries chosen from {1, - 1, i, - i} for every even order n. 
This conjecture would imply the existence of a real Hadamard matrix for all 
n divisible by 4. Conversely, by Theorem 1, it would be implied by the existence of 
a real Hadamard matrix of a slightly special form, but not as restrictive as the 
Williamson type, for all such n. 
Conjecture 2. For all odd m for which 2m - 1 is the sum of two integer squares, there 
is equality in Theorem 2. 
This conjecture would imply that the Ehlich bound [5] was attained for all such 
n -- 2m. Conversely, by Theorem 1, it would be implied by the existence of a real 
matrix of order n attaining this bound of the skew form, which includes but is not as 
restrictive as the circulant ype, for all such n. This is known for all such m ~< 57. 
Finally, there is the totally unexplored area of what happens for m odd when 
2m - 1 is not the sum of two integer squares. Nothing is known even for the smallest 
such value, m = 11. Theorem 2 yields 7(11) < 105x/~ ~ 458257.57, but the best 
known value is 7(11) ~> 434976, which arises from the matrix 
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A = 
m 
i -1  i 1 1 1 -1  1 1 - i  - i  
i i i i 1 - i  1 i -1  - i  1 
1 1 i i -1  1 1 - i  -1  1 - i  
1 1 1 -1  i i - i  - i  1 -1  1 
1 1 - i  1 i -1  -1  1 - i  1 i 
i - i  1 1 - i  -1  i -1  1 1 1 
i i 1 - i  - i  1 -1  i i 1 1 
1 1 -1  - i  1 - i  1 i i i - i  
1 - i  - i  i - i  1 1 1 i -1  i 
1 - - i  1 - i  i 1 1 1 - - i  i i 
1 i - i  1 1 i 1 - i  1 1 -1  
This satisfies AA* =A*A=the  circulant matr ix  having as its first row 
[11, 1, - 1, - 1, - 1, 1,1, - 1, - 1, - 1, 1] and is der ived by the construct ion of 
Theorem 1 and the method of [4] f rom the best possible real matr ix  of size 22 which is 
of c irculant type. I t  is not  known whether  this gives the actual  value of ~(11), nor  
whether  if it does, the der ived lower bound 9(22) >~ 221 x 184 769 649 is sharp. This  
latter quest ion was asked in [3], wi thout  as yet produc ing  any a t tempt  at an answer. 
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